Mitzel was born in Ohio in 1948. In 1967, he attended the organizational meeting of the Cincinnati Mattachine. His activism, over the years, has included work with the Boston Student Homophile League, Gay Male Liberation, *Fag Rag* and the *Gay Community News*, for which he writes regularly. Mitzel wrote a monthly column for the Philadelphia *Gay News* for 3 years. His work has also appeared in many gay periodicals as well as in anthologies. Other titles by him include: *Sports & The Macho Male; Myra & Gore; John Horne Burns: An Appreciative Biography; Skylines; A Short History of Modern Capitalism Through Its Ladies*; and a collection of fictions, *Some Short Stories About Nasty People I Don’t Like*. Under the name Bunny LaRue, he has published two curious chapbooks. Mitzel resides in Boston. As he is committed to the eradication of dullness, he can’t imagine life without gay liberation.